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Abstract

In family-style group care, Professional Foster Parents (PFPs) run a household consisting 
of their biological children combined with several children and adolescents placed in 
that household for a number of years. Affective interaction between out-of-home 
placed adolescents and their PFPs is crucial for the development of these youth. In order 
to build and maintain an affective relationship, it is important to exchange information 
and feelings in parent-child interaction. In this paper, we examine the different ways 
in which PFPs invite adolescents to tell or share something, and how these different 
invitations take shape in interaction.

Conversation Analysis (CA) was used as a method to analyse 64 hours of video data 
showing dinner conversations in six households. CA creates the possibility to analyse 
every detail of a conversation. Analysis of this data shows the variety of invitations PFPs 
use to engage in interaction with adolescents. Parents use polar questions, content 
(wh)-questions, assessments and indirect techniques to invite adolescents to share 
something. The analysis of these PFPs’ invitations and how these invitations work out 
in interactions forms a contribution to the as yet limited knowledge available regarding 
the building and maintaining of affective relationships between PFPs and adolescents 
in family-style group care.

Keywords: Professional Foster Parents, Residential Care, Family-style group care, 
Sensitivity, Adolescents
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Introduction

A central issue in research on youth care is attachment between caregiver and 
children. Attachment means close, long-term affective relationships that develop 
through life (Bowlby, 1979). Over the course of the past decades, many studies have 
focussed on the main elements of receiving and holding attachment relationships, 
sensitivity and responsivity and the possibility of perceiving and responding to a child’s 
signals (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters & Wall, 1978; Mark & Mulderij, 2008). Despite 
the considerable attention for these issues, to date little research has been carried 
out on how sensitivity and responsiveness are displayed in day-to-day interactions. 
Existing research deals primarily with affective processes between young children and 
their caretakers. Bowlby (1979), however, highlighted the importance of attachment 
throughout all ages, including adolescence. In every period of life, people need 
attachment relationships to which they can revert.

In this paper, we analyse everyday Dutch conversations during dinner time in family-
style group care. In these residential youth care settings, Professional Foster Parents 
(PFPs) care for out-of-home placed adolescents within the context of their own family. 
Conversation Analysis (CA), a method to study interactional processes (Sidnell & Stivers, 
2013), was used to analyse these dinner conversations. With our focus on interactional 
processes, we were able to analyse the observable characteristics of acting sensitively 
and responsively. This correlates with the origins of attachment theory, based as it is on 
observations of parent-child interaction (Ainsworth et al. 1978; Bowlby, 1988). Direct 
observation and detailed analysis of a mundane setting can show us aspects of the way 
sensitivity and responsivity are played out in everyday interaction between PFPs and 
adolescents (Hall, Juhila, Matarese, & Nijnatten, 2014).

We will begin by offering an overview of the pedagogical and CA literature on the 
context of the interactions, the background of the participants and the telling invitations 
of PFPs in interaction with the out-of-home placed adolescents. After this overview, 
we present the methodology and analysis, before ending with our conclusions and 
reflections on the applied methodology.

Telling invitations from a pedagogical perspective

In this chapter, we focus on telling invitations of PFPs addressed to adolescents in 
their family-style group care. The question we asked ourselves from an attachment 
perspective is: why is it important to know more about these telling invitations? 
Communication plays an important role in parent-child interaction, both verbal and 
non-verbal. Adolescents placed in family-style group care often have a negative history 
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in their original parent-child relationship. According to Bastiaensen (2001), many foster 
children score low when it comes to their emotional involvement with their foster 
parents and feel less appreciated as children in ‘a normal situation’. Interaction between 
parents and adolescents builds and maintains the relationship. As Cassidy (2001) puts 
it, ‘if a child is loved and valued, that child will come to view himself or herself as lovable 
and valuable’ (p.124). Secure attachment organization beyond childhood can be seen in 
the way children speak in intimate relationships (Allen, 2008). In that light, an important 
task for PFPs is to establish interaction with the adolescents. A parent who shows 
involvement by listening and being interested gives a child the message that child’s 
telling is worth listening to and helps to build the child’s self-esteem (Sarti & Neijboer, 
2011; Juffer, 2010; Van IJzendoorn, 2010). Despite this knowledge, there are various 
difficulties complicating the parent-adolescent interaction. Adolescence is a period of 
transition, when parents need to find a balance between remaining at a distance and 
providing proximity. Exploration is necessary for adolescents to fulfil the main task in 
adolescence: reaching autonomy (Allen, 2008). It is important for parents, in keeping 
track of their children, to combine active monitoring with low psychological control 
(Soenens, Vansteenkiste, Luykx, & Goosens, 2006; Nijnatten & Noordegraaf, 2016b). 
The balance between active monitoring and low psychological control is a delicate one. 
Excessive control can lead to problems in adjustment to the demands of the period 
of adolescence, whereas less monitoring can lead to problematic behaviour (Kerr & 
Stattin, 2000).

Telling invitations from a Conversation Analytic perspective

 From a CA-perspective, invitations can be done in different ways. Invitations 
to tell something are examples of ‘other selection’ (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974): 
a participant selects, and thereby invites, another participant to take their turn and tell 
something. People can use different ways to invite someone to do a telling. This can 
be done, for example, by asking a question, by ‘fishing for’ information or by doing an 
assessment.

Telling invitations by questioning can assume different forms, most frequently 
the use of a yes/no-interrogative form (Raymond, 2003) or wh-questions (also called 
content questions, contain one of the following words: who, what, when, where, how). 
Different questions ask for different types of information and answers (Scheglof & 
Lerner, 2009). For example, a wh-question asks for specific information with its use of 
‘when’, ‘what’, etc. The use of when or what also sets an agenda (Hayano, 2013). As such, 
the grammatical or prosodic form of the question shapes the answer to the question 
(Sacks 1987; Schegloff, 2007). Whether a question is followed by a type-conforming 
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or by a non-conforming answer depends on how it is shaped and fits in the context 
(Raymond, 2003; Koole & Verberg, 2017). Parents can ‘nominate’ a topic by asking a 
question about a specific topic, or by inviting another person to nominate a topic to 
talk about, a phenomenon called ‘topic solicitation’ (Button & Casey, 1985; Pomeranz, 
1980; Schegloff, 2007).

Furthermore, telling invitations can be done by ‘fishing’. Pomerantz (1980) describes 
a ‘fishing’ as telling one’s own side in the hope of prompting the other side to reveal 
first-hand knowledge of what happened. Another way to invite a telling is to use an 
assessment. An assessment is an activity interlocutors use in their turns to evaluate 
persons or events presented in their conversation (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987). 
According to Pomerantz (1984, p.57), ‘with an assessment, a speaker claims knowledge 
of that which he or she is assessing’.

In general, telling invitations always show preferences (Hayano, 2013). The shape of 
an invitation shows the recipient what the preferred answer should be. Furthermore, 
the shape of the invitations shows us which and how much knowledge the speaker 
has about the topic of the question. The question ‘What did you do today?’ shows 
less knowledge of the speaker than a question such as ‘How was your day at school?’ 
(Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Button & Casey, 1985).

Inviting a telling is the first step to begin an interaction with adolescents. However, 
after inviting the telling, as a recipient it is important to demonstrate good listening 
skills during the telling itself. This can be done with verbal and non-verbal signs. Verbal 
signs include continuous, subsequent questions and repetitions (Goodwin, 1980; 1986b; 
Jefferson, 1984a; Stivers, 2008), while examples of non-verbal signs that show ‘doing 
listening’ are a gaze, nods (Stivers, 2008), eye contact and body orientation (Goodwin, 
1981; Schegloff 1998a).

Method

Data

The data for this study consists of video recorded dinner conversations in six Dutch 
family-style group care settings. The settings were selected on the basis of different 
criteria, in collaboration with the staff of two youth care organizations. We wanted to 
collect data in high quality practices, which is why we selected families: 1) with out-
of-home placed adolescents, 2) with PFPs with a bachelor’s degree or higher (with the 
aim of transferability of results to the context of students studying for a bachelor’s 
degree in social work), 3) with at least one successful placement in the past (i.e., an 
adolescent who had left the home when they were eighteen years old) and 4) that were 
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recommended by their supervisors as being successful. In the six families, cameras were 
recording during and around dinner, for a period of three weeks from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
The video recordings were all made without interference from researchers and with 
the informed consent of the PFPs and the adolescents. To ensure that the camera was 
located in the same place for three weeks, we positioned a tripod in the dining rooms 
close to the dinner table. By the end, we had collected 300 hours of video recordings.

Analysis

For this paper, we examined examples of invitations from the parents to the 
adolescents to tell something. For analysing these invitations, we used the method 
of Conversational Analysis. This method provides tools for analysing every detail of a 
conversation (Sidnell & Stivers, 2013). CA is characterized by the use of audiotaped or 
videotaped data to analyse natural settings, in everyday and institutional environments. 
Video data can be watched as many times as necessary. Therefore, videotaped data 
offers the possibility of analysing verbal and embodied behaviour of participants within 
conversations, which are both important aspects of attachment behaviour.

To locate relevant fragments, 64 hours of videotaped conversations were watched, 
from three days for each family home, and all telling invitations issued by PFPs to the 
adolescents were selected. This resulted in 80 examples of such invitations. Given our 
intention to gain more knowledge about sensitivity and responsivity and the means by 
which parents evoke adolescents to share something from their private life, we decided 
to focus on invitations that topicalize situations beyond the dinner situation. We were 
interested in these tellings, because it is in them that the PFP needs to motivate the 
adolescent to tell something about their domain of experience. It is something they have 
not necessarily experienced together. These kinds of tellings are interesting, because 
parents ask the adolescents something about their existence outside the family home. 
That focus resulted in a corpus of 32 telling invitations. During the process of analysis, 
different steps were discussed by the researchers. To strengthen the analysis, the data 
was discussed in two data sessions.

The conversations were transcribed according to the conventions developed by 
Jefferson (2004). For publication, all conversations used in this chapter were translated 
into English. Names of families, PFPs and adolescents have been anonymized.
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Results

Our data reveals that PFPs use different types of invitations to evoke a telling from 
an adolescent about something in either the past or the future. An overview of the 
variety of invitations can be found in Table 1.

Table 1: Overview of different invitations performed by Professional Foster Parents

Invitation Count

Inviting by using a wh-question 14

Inviting by using a yes/no-interrogative 12

Inviting by fishing 2

Inviting through someone else 3

Inviting by sharing own opinion/feeling 1

32

Invitations using wh-questions (content question)

Our collection contains fourteen wh-questions. Interestingly, a wh-question in any 
form always evokes a more extended answer. However, to evoke a telling, PFPs seem 
to have to do more than just ask one of these wh-questions. In the first excerpt (1), the 
wh-question used by the PFM is a what-question. At the beginning of this conversation, 
there is a silence followed by a general remark from the PFM. Then, in line 4, PFM Anke 
asks the adolescent Ronaldo (eighteen-year-old): ‘Ronaldo what did you do at school?’.

Excerpt 1
Family-style group care 5, 20.01.2014, 1: 00.18 – 1.03
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, EMM = Emma, 10-year-old, RON = Ronaldo, 18-year-
old, PFF = Professional Foster Father.

1 PFM lekker jongens

nice, guys

2 (0.2)

3 EMM (nodding yes)

4 PFM Ronaldo wat heb jij gedaan op ↑school

Ronaldo what did you do at school

5 RON drie toetsen gehad

had three exams
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6 (.)

7 PFM ↑oh

oh

8 RON presenteren,

presenting

9 PFF ja

yes

10 RON wiskunde,

math

11 e::n (.) luisteren

and listening

12 PFF luisteren

listening

13 (2.0)

14 PFF waar moest je naar ↑luisteren dan

what did you have to listen to

15 RON naar deze (.) leerkracht die las dan een stuk

to the teacher who was reading a part of

16 tekst voor

a text out loud

17 PFF [ja:a]

yes

18 PFM [ja:a]

yes

19 RON en daar moesten wij dan vragen uit beantwoorden

and we had to answer questions about it

20 PFF hm (.) waar ging die tekst over,

and what was the text about

21 RON over de fraude van de bankpas

about the fraud of a bank card

In the interaction, PFM Anke asks Ronaldo a question and thereby invites him to tell 
what he did at school. Ronaldo answers with a short sentence: ‘had three exams’. With 
a rising ‘oh’ (line 7) that receives the answer as news, the PFM invites Ronaldo to tell 
more about the exams (Heritage, 1984a). The conversation progresses with different 
utterances of both the PFM and the PFF. The PFM shows that she knows Ronaldo went to 
school (‘what did you do at school’) and that she wants to know more about it (Heritage 
& Raymond, 2005). She uses this knowledge to set an agenda; she wants to know 
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what Ronaldo did at school (Hayano, 2013; Scheglof & Lerner, 2009). After the topic 
initiation, the conversation continues without much effort. As described, we see in this 
example both the PFM and the PFF actively posing questions during the conversation. In 
giving answer, the adolescent shows he is willing to share this information. This active 
questioning, which is part of child monitoring, is an important task of PFPs for opening 
the way for sharing more delicate and personal information within the parent-child 
relationship (Soenens et al., 2006).

Besides active questioning, PFPs use continuers after the initial wh-question is 
asked. The question seems to set the agenda and opens the telling, yet questions and 
continuers still appear to be necessary for the telling to continue (Schegloff, 1982), as 
also displayed in the example below. In this example (excerpt 2), the PFF asks Jasper 
(14-year-old) a how-question with a loud voice: ‘how did your drum lesson go Jasper’?

Excerpt 2
Family-style group care 1, 12-11-2013, 0: 1.15-3.50
PFF = Professional Foster Father, JAS = Jasper, 14-year-old.

1 PFF EN HOE IS JE DRUM GEGAAN JASPER,

and how did your drum lesson go Jasper

2 JAS best goed

quite good

3 PFF ja

yes

4 JAS ja

yes

5 PFF heb je [(onverstaanbaar)

do you (inaudible)

6 JAS       [moet nu nog een liedje uh (.) nog een liedje

     have to do one more song uh one more song

7 PFF (ik) heb je liedjes nog steeds niet gehoord)

I still haven’t heard your songs

8 JAS °ja ikkuh wel haa°

yes I know haa

 (…)

9 JAS die één is meer rock en roll de andere is meer rock

the one is more like rock and roll the other one

10 gewoon

just more rock
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11 die ik vandaag heb gedaan is meer rock en roll

the one I did today is more rock and roll

12 PFF welke ((noemt titels liedjes - onverstaanbaar))

which one ((asks the song titles – inaudible))

13 JAS weet ik niet staat op het papiertje (.) weet ik niet

I don’t know is on the small piece of paper(.)I don’t 

know

14 hm hm ((neemt hap van een candybar))

hm hm ((takes a bite of a candybar))

15 PFF het papie::rtje

the small paper

16 JAS ja ik weet dat onthou ik niet hoor want [dat zijn namen

yes I know I don’t remember them because those are 

names

17 PFF                             [Janna (.)

18 JAS die

that

19 PFF dat is niet hoe je moet lopen

that is not how you have to walk

Jasper answers in line 2, describing how his drum lesson went: ‘quite well’. The PFF 
then asks something inaudible, and Jasper responds in line 6: ‘have to do one more 
song now’. In the ensuing conversation, he is telling about the kind of songs he has to 
play. By saying ‘yes’ (line 3) and ‘the small paper’ (line 15), the PFF stimulates Jasper 
to tell more. He then asks different questions to evoke explicit details. The initial how-
question of the PFF therefore works immediately to elicit a telling from Jasper about 
his drum lesson and what kind of songs he is playing.

All wh-questions in our collection evoked an extended answer containing the 
information requested. Yet to evoke a telling, PFPs seem to have to show listenership 
in the form of posing additional questions and continuers.

Inviting by using a yes/no-question

In the second place, we see invitations performed by asking a question in yes/no-
interrogative form. Our collection of such yes/no-questions consists of twelve items. In 
our analysis, we show that these yes/no-questions could lead to just a yes or no answer, 
but also had the potential to evoke a more extended telling when followed by other 
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invitations. To illustrate the different responses, we examined three questions with a 
yes/no-interrogative form leading to different responses.

First, in excerpt 3, we see an example of a yes/no-interrogative form followed by a 
more extended answer, where, after the questions from the PFM, Ronaldo tells more. 
The PFM asks: ‘do you have the same teacher (.) did you today have the same teacher 
as uh’.

Excerpt 3
Family-style group care 5, 9-12-13, 6: 1.11-3.16
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, RON = Ronaldo, 18-year-old.

1 PFM heb jij nou dezelfde juf↑frouw (.) had je vandaag

do you have the same teacher  did you today have

2 dezelfde juffrouw als uh (2.0)

the same teacher as uh

3 ((PFM is looking at Ronaldo))

4 RON ik heb één vaste theorie (docent) ja

I have one permanent theory teacher yes

5 PFM ((PFM nods))

6 wie is dat dan

who is that

7 RON Jacobine Boer

8 PFM ((nods and gazes at her plate again))

9 (.)

Interruption by Adolescent(13) and a correction of that by the PFM. When the correction 
is done, the PFM gazes towards Ronaldo again and he says:

10 RON ja ik uh (.) ‘k weet niet of je dat nog kan herinneren

yes I uh   I don’t know if you can remember that

11 van die uh (.) toen we na die ou- na die- na dat

of the uh when we after the that

12 ((PFM gazes towards Ronaldo))

13 groepje zijn gegaan toen,

went to that little group

14 PFM ja,
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yes

15 RON toen zei ik da’s mijn theoriejuf, ((wijst naar voren))

when I said that is my theory teacher ((points forward))

16 PFM ja

yes

17 RON da’s die vrouw.

that’s the woman

The given example (excerpt 3) shows how a question asked in a yes/no-interrogative 
form is answered with a more extended answer from Ronaldo: ‘I have one theory 
teacher yes’. After this first question, the PFM asks another question about the teacher, 
and uses continuers while the telling is being continued by Ronaldo.

In the second place, we see questions in our corpus asked in yes/no-interrogative 
form that are answered by a yes or no answer. The example below (excerpt 4) shows an 
interaction between the same adolescent Ronaldo and his PFF. The father first makes 
eye contact (line 1) and nods when his gaze meets Ronaldo’s. At that moment, the 
PFF asks Ronaldo, in line 2, about his day and if he visited the company for his new 
internship that day.

Excerpt 4
Family-style group care 5: 06-01-2014, 3: 10.50 – 13.00
PFF = Professional Foster Father, RON = Ronaldo, 18-year-old.

1 PFF ((makes eye contact with Ronaldo))

2 ben je naar je nieuwe stage gegaan

have you been to your new internship

3 RON ((shakes his head))

4 PFF ben je naar ↓school geweest

have you been to school

5 RON ((nods))

6 PFF en?

and

7 RON gewoon zoals altijd,

just as always

8 ja alleen nu was het uh

yes only now it was uh
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The questions ‘have you been to your new internship’ (line 2) and ‘have you been 
to school’ (line 4) are examples of yes/no-questions. While he is eating, Ronaldo shakes 
‘no’ (line 3) and nods as a response to the father (line 5). The question ‘have you been to 
school?’ receives a yes-answer. In this conversation, the polar questions seem to have 
a bigger function, as we can see in line 6. Only the first two questions do not work as 
invitations for the telling. However, after the positive ‘yes-answer’, the father, just by 
saying ‘and’, invites Ronaldo to tell more about the earlier topic. Ronaldo treats this 
‘and’ as a request for an evaluation. He explains in line 7 that he has had a normal day 
at school, so he treats the ‘and’ as an ‘and how did it go’. The PFF’s project of inviting a 
telling with the use of a polar question succeeds; a telling follows after just a few brief 
utterances (e.g. ‘and’). The polar question therefore seems to be used by the PFF as a 
way to initiate the topic. By using continuers, he evokes a more extended telling.

A third conversation shows the opposite. In excerpt 5, we see a polar question 
which PFM Hanny directs at Kas (15-year-old). She asks if Kas saw the postcard from Jan 
Jaap and Susan (whose relationship to the family is unknown), in line 1. This invitation 
receives a ‘yes-answer’, which is followed by no further questions.

Excerpt 5
Family-style group care 6, 15-02-2014, 6: 4.00-4.25
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, KAS = 15-year-old, ANT = Anthony, 7-year-old.

1 ((PFM gazes in the direction of KAS, KAS gazes

towards his plate))

2 PFM had je het kaartje gezien KAS (.) van Jan Jaap en 

Susan

did you see the postcard KAS from Jan Jaap and Susan

3 KAS ja

yes

4 ((both PFM and KAS glancing away in

different directions))

5 KAS [°(ja die heb ik gelezen)°]

 (yes I read it)

6 ANT [(inaudible) ]

In this example, the conversation ends with a yes-answer from Kas in line 3 and 
subsequently in line 5 a somewhat mumbled: ‘yes I read it’. Simultaneously, a boy 
aged seven is asking something inaudible. Both interlocutors glance away after the 
first answer (‘yes’ in line 3); however, Kas afterwards says something without making 
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eye contact with his PFM. Probably due to the simultaneous utterance of Anthony, the 
absence of eye-contact or the relatively softly spoken words from Kas, the PFM does 
not show signs of recipiency as a response. Also, subsequent questions are absent. 
This conversation shows how, after a yes/no-interrogative form, subsequent actions 
(questions or continuers) are necessary to elicit a more extended telling.

In summary, a yes/no-question in itself just asks for a yes or no answer. As with 
the first category, questions and continuers are necessary to evoke a more extended 
telling. The yes/no-format works as a way to set the topic and can represent a first step 
to invite a telling.

Fishing for information

Next to wh-questions and yes/no-questions, PFPs also ‘fish for information’. 
Pomerantz (1980) describes ‘fishing’ as telling your own side of something that happens 
or has happened, with the purpose of eliciting information from the other person. In 
excerpt 6, PFM Carmen fishes for information about a phone call between Peter and 
his biological mother. Prior to line 1, the PFM is in the kitchen cleaning up, when Peter 
(14-year-old) enters. At this moment, PFM Carmen states: ‘what a short phone call boy’.

Excerpt 6
Family-style group care 2, 14-11-2013, 9: 00.30-1.10
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, PET = Peter, 14-year-old.

1 PFM wat een kort telefoongesprekje ↑jongen

what a short phone call boy

2 PET ja mama belt °me half ne:gen°

yes mother calls me after half past eight

3 PFM oo::h hoo(.) prima ↑toch

oh that’s okay isn’t it

4 PET ja

yes

5 PFM ↑ja

yes

6 (.)

7 PFM was ze druk met de jongetjes

was she busy with the little boys

8 PET ja volgens mij (.) ik las ‘t op Facebook d’had ze

yes along to I read it on Facebook that she had
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9 geschreven

written

10 PFM wat zei je

what did you say

11 PET ze had geschreven naar mij uh (.) ik bel n:a half

she had written to me on Facebook I’ll call you 

after

12 negen (.) denk dat ze dan wel (onverstaanbaar)

half past eight(.) I think that she (inaudible)

13 PFM zal haast wel

probably will

14 PET >jaha<

 yes

15 PFM ja

yes

16 nou dat begrijp ik ook best wel

well I also understand that quite well

17 PET ja,

yes

By saying ‘a short phone call boy’, the PFM is fishing for an account (Pomerantz, 
1980). Peter comes up with an explanation: his mother will call him later in the evening, 
at half past eight. In her response (line 3), the mother shows that she is almost satisfied 
with the information, except that she wants to know if that is also okay with the 
adolescent himself: ‘oh that’s okay isn’t it’. They align with each other in line 4 and 5, 
with the word ‘yes’. By asking ‘was she busy with the little boys?’, the mother invites the 
adolescent to tell more specifically about his biological mother’s reason for wanting to 
call back later. As such, the PFM legitimates the biological mother for having no time to 
speak with her son. Without much effort, this invitation works out in a more extended 
telling. Fishing for information in itself evokes an extended answer, and again we see 
the PFM showing active listenership during the conversation by using continuers and 
asking questions.

Invitation by addressing someone else

In three cases, the invitation was made through someone else. In the following 
example, we see a conversation which starts that way. The family had performed 
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different activities during the day, one of which was ice skating. In excerpt 7, we see 
how the PFF asks his wife Hanny a question about Kas (15-year-old).

Excerpt 7
Family-style group care 6, 15-01-2014, 5: 4.40 -7.10
PFF = Professional Foster Father, PFM = Professional Foster Mother, Ruth = 14-year-old, 
KAS = 15-year-old, Daan = 21-year-old, Joost = biological son, 19-year-old, JUR = Jurren, 
15-year-old

1 PFF wist jij Hanny dat uh Kas heeft vier jaar

did you know that Hannie uh that Kas has had four

2 schaatstraining gehad

years of ice skating training

3 PFM echt waar

really true

4 Ruth echt,

really

5 KAS ja=

yes

6 PFM =zo

so

7 KAS =wat

what

8 PFM goh

goh

9 KAS vier jaar schaatsles gehad

had four year of ice skating lessons

10 DAAN was niet echt te zien aan je schaatsen

that wasn’t visible in the way you skated

11 JOOST VIER JAAR LANG

four years long

12 PFM ja

yes

13 JOOST wat heb je daar geleerd

what have you learned over there

14 (.)

15 KAS op Noren

on Noren
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16 gewoon eerst is het twee jaar niks doen is het met=

just at first it is two years of doing nothing is 

with

17 PFF =ALS JE KAS NOREN AANTREKT

if you put Kas Noren on

18 JUR ijshockey schaatsen

ice hockey skates

19 PFF en je doet even je ogen dicht

and you close your eyes for a moment

20 dan istie weg

then he is gone

21 PFM en hoe oud was je toen

and what was your age then

This conversation is not going very smoothly. It is only after a number of short 
answers that Kas tells something by himself in line 16: ‘just at first it is two years of 
doing nothing’. Despite this short answer, the PFF’s attempt to give attention to Kas’s 
qualities is successful. Different family members, including the PFM, participate in the 
conversation and show interest in Kas and invite him to tell about his experience ice 
skating. Between the initial invitation (line 1) and the actual telling (starting in line 12), 
different family members give responses and ask questions, and thereby collaborate 
in the invitation to tell more.

Inviting by sharing an own opinion or emotion

In the last example, excerpt 8, ‘inviting by sharing own opinion or emotion’ is used 
as a telling invitation. Although this type of invitation occurs only once in our data, it is 
interesting to see how the remark immediately evokes an emotionally loaded response. 
The invitation concerns an event in the future.

The conversation takes place in the kitchen, before dinner time. In line 1, the 
PFM says: ‘I’m curious how it will be on Wednesday with Sander’. Sander is Peter’s 
psychologist.

Excerpt 8
Family-style group care 2, 2013-11-03, 5,6: 19.15-00.09
PFM = Professional Foster Mother, PET = Peter, 14-year-old.
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1 PFM ik ben benieuwd hoe je het woensdag hebt met Sander

I am curious how it will be on Wednesday with Sander

2 PET ja ik ook best wel spannend

yes me too quite exciting

3 PFM ik denk dat je het heel leuk vindt

I think you’ll really like it.

4 PET ja

Yes

5 ja ik ik vind euh ik vind hem

yes I I find eh I find him

6 PFM hij voelt wel veilig

he feels quite safe

7 PET ja

yes

8 PFM ja

yes

By showing her curiosity, the PFM shares her interest in Peter’s first appointment 
with his psychologist. She says: ‘I’m curious how it will be on Wednesday with Sander’. 
Peter’s response ‘yes me too quite exciting’ fits with the invitation itself. The PFM shares 
her curiosity and Sander agrees with her and shares his feeling about the appointment: 
quite exciting. This is consistent with an earlier analysis by Noordegraaf, van de Koot, & 
Schep (2015), who found that when parents share something of themselves, it is almost 
always followed by a disclosure on the part of the adolescent.

Conclusion

The aim of our study was to gain greater insight into affective processes between 
adolescents and PFPs. We presented the results of our analysis of 32 interactions 
between PFPs and out-of-home placed adolescents that start with an invitation by 
PFPs. In daily interaction in the six family-style group care settings, parents use various 
ways to invite adolescents to tell something.

 First of all, parents use wh-questions to begin an interaction with their adolescents. 
A wh-question sets an agenda for the content of the conversation. Adolescents give the 
information requested. Regardless of the format of the wh-question, all these questions 
in our corpus are followed by an extended answer (more than 3 words), in line with 
the initial question.
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 Second, invitations are sometimes (initially) made by a polar question. As we see 
in the different examples in this study, polar questions are almost always followed by 
more questions or just single words on the part of the processional parents to invite 
the adolescent to continue the conversation.

 Third, parents less often use ‘fishing’, albeit still successfully, to invite interaction. 
Doing a ‘fishing’ is possibly useful as a more indirect way of asking for information 
or feelings, by asking for an account. In all examples in our data, ‘fishing’ leads to an 
extended telling.

 Invitations can also be done through someone else. We see parents asking questions 
or raising a topic about one of the adolescents addressed to the other PFP. Examples 
show that it works to have a conversation started not just between the PFPs and the 
adolescent, but that it also gives other family members the opportunity to contribute 
to the conversation.

 Lastly, an invitation to an adolescent by sharing one’s own emotion or feeling 
occurs only a single time in our data. With this sharing, the PFM shows her curiosity 
and interest in a personal appointment scheduled for the adolescent. This invitation 
immediately evokes an emotionally loaded response, and opens the way for a personal 
conversation about the topic broached (Noordegraaf et al., 2015).

In this study, we focussed on invitations during and around dinner time. The analysis 
gives insight into the different ways in which PFPs invite adolescents to tell something. 
Our data clearly shows that PFPs have a choice of different invitations for evoking an 
interaction with their adolescents and for eliciting specific information; one invitation 
has another interactional consequence than the other. However, it is interesting to see 
that the invitation in itself seldom works to evoke an extended telling. It seems to be 
necessary for PFPs to ask further questions and to use continuers to have the telling 
continued.

 The findings of this study are also interesting because adolescents in family-style 
group care often have a negative history in their original parent-child relationship. 
Therefore, it may be difficult for them to have a healthy relationship with their PFPs 
and to tell them about their (daily) life. Since interaction builds and maintains the 
relationship, an important task for PFPs is to stimulate interaction with the adolescents. 
A parent who shows involvement by listening and showing interest gives a child the 
message that his or her telling is worth listening to and helps to build the child’s self-
esteem (Gardeniers & De Vries, 2012b; Juffer, 2010; Bartelink, 2013; Van IJzendoorn, 
2010). Given the interactional character of attachment, it is interesting to observe 
interactions in daily settings in a detailed way to learn how elements of attachment work 
out in these interactions (Noordegraaf, Schep & Koole, 2018). The analysis gives insight 
into the variety of possible invitations for entering into interaction with adolescents. 
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It may be helpful for PFPs to become more aware of the form of their questions for 
eliciting specific information they need or want. For the meaning of the conversation, it 
does not seem to matter whether these invitations result in a short or long conversation.

 In addition, it would be interesting to determine whether there are specific moments 
at which invitations lead to more extended tellings or tellings on more delicate topics. 
It also would be interesting to see if the different strategies always work in the same 
way. Previous analysis has shown that children have different interactive capabilities 
(Schep, Koole, & Noordegraaf, 2016). Therefore, PFPs obviously use different strategies 
to interact with different children. For such an analysis, the collective data needs to 
be more extensive.

 When we know more about these telling invitations, the acquired knowledge 
can show us something about the sensitivity and responsivity that appear in daily 
interactions in order to build and maintain an attachment relationship with adolescents 
in family-style group care. The analysis of the invitations by PFPs and of the way 
these invitations develop into interactions forms a contribution to the as yet limited 
knowledge available on building and maintaining affective relationships between PFPs 
and adolescents in family-style group care (De Baat & Berg-le Clercq, 2013).
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